
 

Friends and Family Test – March 2019 

National Contractual Indicator 

1. Percentage of patient responses (PTS and ECS See and Treat). We 
also monitor 111  

2. Patient Satisfaction Scores ( Extremely Likely, Likely, Neither, 
Unlikely, Extremely Unlikely, Don’t Know) 

 

 Background 

 NEAS FFT requirements became mandated in April 2015 

 Delivering FFT in line with national guidance  is a contractual 
requirement  

 There are currently no mandated response rates for Ambulance 
Services 

 

 
 
 
 

Service Responses 
% 

Recommended 
% Not 

Recommended 

Unscheduled Care - 
See & Treat 

132 97 1.6 

Scheduled Care (PTS) 19 94.7 5.3 

111 Service 112 86.6 6.3 

 



  

 

 

 

Emergency Care (See and Treat)  

Friends and Family Test Survey 

March 2019  

    97% Likely or extremely likely to 
recommend us to friends or family 

Free Text Comments 

Positive themes = 98.6% Negative themes = 1.4% 

Top positive 
theme 

Quality of staff 
/professionalism 

Quality of 
care/service 

Emotional 
Support  

Positive     
free text 

Comments 

 Fantastic people. Great support and advice. 

 Courteous, friendly, professional, efficient. Lovely 
people came quickly, treated me and advised me 
what to do. 

 Excellent service. Three paramedics checked me 
thoroughly and put me at ease. Very impressive. 
   



  

 

 

Emergency Care (See and Treat)  
Friends and Family Test Survey 

March 2019 
 

Number of Responses 

Online Surveys  5 
Total: 132 

Postal Surveys 127 

Activity   

Number of see and treat patients for the month 9,197 

How likely are you to recommend our service to 
friends and family if they needed similar care or 
treatment? 

Number Percentage 

% Variance 
from previous 

month 

Extremely Likely and Likely  128 97 -0.8% 

Extremely Likely  119 90.2 +0.2 

Likely  9 6.8 -1.1 

Neither likely nor unlikely 2 1.5 +1.5 

Unlikely 1 0.8 -0.7 

Extremely unlikely 1 0.8 +0.8 

Don't know 0 0 -0.7 

Trend Graph- 

 

 



  

 

 

 

Free Text Summary 

 Free Text 
Comments  

Positive Total Negative Total 
 Sub Codes Description Sub 

Code 

Positive 
Total 

Negative Total 

Count % Count % Count % Count % 

Relationship 
Themes 

122 57.0 1 33.3             

1 Emotional 
Support 

33 15.4     
Reassuring/put at ease 1.1 21 9.8     

Caring 1.2 12 5.6     

3 Quality of staff 
/professionalism 

80 37.4 1 33.3 

Knowledgeable 3.1 7 3.3     

Good/Excellent Staff 3.2 46 
21.
5 

1 33.3 

Friendly staff 3.3 13 6.1     

Understanding 3.4 4 1.9     

Helpful staff 3.5 8 3.7     

Attitude 3.6 2 0.9     

4. Welcoming 
the involvement 
of family & 
friends 

1 0.5     
Welcoming the 
involvement of family & 
friends 

4.1 1 0.5     

5 Kindness and 
compassion 

8 3.7     

Kindness 5.1 4 1.9     

Compassionate 5.2 3 1.4     

Respectful 5.3 1 0.5     

Transactional 
Themes 

92 43.0 2 66.6             

6.Timeliness 
and access to 
care 

27 12.6 1 33.3 
Quick response - 
Ambulance 

6.2 27 
12.
6 

1 33.3 

7 information 
communication 
and education 

12 5.6     

Good advice 7.1 2 0.9     

Good explanation 7.2 7 3.3     

Communication with 
patient 

7.5 3 1.4     

9 Co-ordination 
and integration 
of care 

    1 33.3 Treatment at other service 9.2     1 33.3 

12 Quality of 
Care / Service 

        good /excellent service 12.1 17 7.9     

43 20.1     Helpful  12.2 3 1.4     

        Efficient 12.3 3 1.4     

        Good care 12.7 20 9.3     

13 General / 
Other 

10 4.7     

General 13.1 2 0.9     

General Neutral 13.2 4 1.9     

Thanks  13.3 4 1.9     

Totals 214 98.6 3 1.4     214   3   

 

ECS See and Treat  Narrative 

 FFT score for the number of patients who are  likely or extremely likely to recommend the 
service has decreased by 0.8% to 97% 

 The FFT score for the number of patients who  are likely or extremely likely to not recommend 
the service has increased  by less than 0.1% to 1.5% 

 Returns have decreased this month by 7 to 132 

 The number of See & Treat cases have increased by 691 to 9,197 



  

 

 98.6% of free text comments were positive. The three main themes were quality of staff and 
professionalism (37.4%), quality of care and service (20.1%) and emotional suport (15.4%) 

 1.4 % of free text comments were negative, there was not enough data to provide highlight 
any trends 

 Demographics, age: Over 65 years 68.5 %, 45-64, 24.6%, 25-44, 3.1% Disabled 65.9%; 
Gender: Female 57.7%, Ethnicity: White 95.4% White Irish/Other 3.1%,  Data is only 
collected for sexual orientation and faith online for this survey. Heterosexual 100%, Christian: 
62.5%,No religion 80%  The number of responses was very low to both questions (5 
responses)  

 National Comparative data for February 2019 in dicates we are the highest out of 11 
organisations for response rates, we collected 54.1% of all responses nationally. We are 2rd 
(1 organisations attained 100%) for the number of patients likely or extremely likely to 
recommend services to friends and family (98%), 6% higher than the national average. We 
are 4th (3 organisations record 0%) for the percentage of patients said that are unlikely or 
extremely unlikely to recommend our services 1%, 5% below the national average. 

 

Free Text Comments 

 
Very good service and advice. Very helpful while they attended my husband. 

Very professional service. [unreadable comment] 

A prompt, efficient service delivered with compassion, patience and humour. 

The team ([names removed]) arrived promptly, and were very efficient and caring, including overcoming some 
resistance to help. They achieved a solution which lifted my wife back into bed. She was comfortable and 
enjoyed a good night's rest. 

Fantastic people. Great support and advice. 

I couldn't have been happier with the team who arrived in the middle of the night to see to my daughter.  They 
were very reassuring, thorough and extremely understanding.  They gave me all the information I needed and 
we felt they provided an excellent service!  They were also wonderful with my daughter who was a bit frightened 
at the time and of course unwell.  

Quick response. Paramedics calmed situation on arrival in efficient and friendly manner. 

Friendly and professional service. 

I am 76 and arthritic from my bed and could not get up. [unreadable comment]. 

Made GP appointment yesterday for most available time - one [unreadable comment]. Today didn't feel up to 
waiting that long due to coughing for 1 hour. Phoned to get another time but closed for training till tomorrow. 111 
number got ambulance service to send paramedics - came quickly and thoroughly checked me out! 

The paramedics were very efficient and made you feel reassured. 

Fast, efficient and very helpful, and advisable and caring attitude. 

Very efficient in the way they dealt with my problem. 

The respect and treatment. 

The North East Ambulance Service came to my home on the 28th February, 2019 after telephoning the 111. The 
team were courteous, polite, and caring. I could not have asked for a better service. 

Ambulance came very quickly and although I was not taken into hospital, staff were very good and reassuring. 

Marvellous, caring, competent, reassuring people. 

I was treated efficiently with compassion. Everything was explained about what the paramedic did. She was 
great and made me feel less anxious and safe. A truly marvellous service, thank you. 

Arrived promptly and were very thorough with their examination, and explained everything really well. Couldn't 
fault service. 

Very helpful, caring, and knowledgeable. Thorough and reassuring. 

Caring, friendly. 

A very bad asthma attack. 

Very quick to respond to call. 

[name removed] was excellent at looking after me was not only extremely professional, she was kind, patients 
and very understanding. I could not have been in better hands or had anyone nicer. 

Very understanding, helpful, kind. 



  

 

Kept me informed about arrival time. Were very kind and helpful. 

The crew, for incident XXXXXXX were lovely to me. Had great concern for my mental health status too. Listened 
which I don't unfortunately get? Very informative, very friendly and very polite, even asking if it was ok to sit 
down, and was it ok to go upstairs with the shoes on. All I have is my home. I kept immaculate and made 
[unreadable comment] of how beautiful it was. Even commenting on decoration and lamp shades, etc. Took all 
my [unreadable comment], etc. Self harming isn't a nice place to be in and unfortunately that is what I had done, 
punching the brick wall with bare fists repeatedly, cut it with a knife but one day my mental health of 11 years 
might get recognised. I hope! 

[name removed] the paramedic was so lovely and patient and knowledgeable. She was lovely to my mum. 
Thank you, excellent service. 

I choked on a sandwich and after several attempts to dislodge the lump in my throat - knew I needed medical 
help - hence 999 call. 

There were 2 male and on female in attendance ( arrived very quickly ) They were brilliant as I was panic 
stricken but they were calm and reassuring which was just what i needed to place my trust in them. So sorry I did 
not get their names but the call out was just after 6pm on March 10th to Forest Hall. 

Would like them to know just how grateful I am for their help and advice. 

The crew helped and assisted me, put me at my ease and calmed me at a very anxious time. 

Having never called an ambulance before I was surprised how quickly it arrived. The crew were extremely 
efficient and pleasant. We were very happy at the way they treated my husband. 10 out of 10. Thank you all. 

Extremely prompt service. The paramedic did an extremely thorough assessment of my child's condition and 
explained the care and line of treatment to be followed. He was very reassuring and put my child at ease. 

The two paramedics were very professional. 

Service, friendliness of staff. 

The paramedic arrived within 10 minutes of call. I was diagnosed by him and an immediate decision by him to 
have me visit hospital. He forwarded his diagnosis to UHND Ward 16 and was seen fairly quickly. 

The time it took to attend was ridiculous. 

The paramedics were absolutely brilliant. Dressed my cut leg and tested all my vital signs, all were done to avoid 
[unreadable comment] me to hospital. A great relief! 

Paramedic was thorough and friendly and made patient feel comfortable. 

The ambulance crew were lovely people and put me at ease. 

Crew member in charge was like a harridon when dealing with me. Not sympathetic at all dealing with an elderly 
woman with very bad eyesight. 

FRRS Extremely professional, caring and friendly duo - both the OT and paramedic arrived within an hour, giving 
my father a very thorough examination. After my Dad's observation they returned within an hour and secured a 
support to his bed which has been a life saver for him. 

Did a great job, very nice men and explained correct. 

Very fast friendly service. 

The service that I received was fantastic. 100% for service. 

Your two paramedics were so patient with my son, over the last 16 yrs he's been in and out of hospital and your 
people are simply the best. 

FRRS 

Two lovely girls, very kind. 

Thank you to the ambulance men, they were brilliant. What would I do without them. 

An excellent service - came quickly - the team of three were very efficient and considerate, friendly and 
thorough. 

Both male/female assistants very kind, patient and good at their job. 

Only waited about 20 mins and he had to walk from Asda because of parking trouble. 

Because I was well looked after. 

[Unreadable] 

Courteous, friendly, professional, efficient. Lovely people came quickly, treated me and advised me what to do. 

The team who attended to help me tonight were superb. They were patient and kind as well as knowledgeable. A 
credit to the NHS. 

I received prompt, efficient and kind attention. 

To ease peace of mind when you live alone 111 is your lifeline and is quickly responded to be very professional 
staff. 



  

 

Even though I had started to feel better by the time they arrived and thought I may be wasting their time, they 
reassured me that I wasn’t and took the time to check me over thoroughly. They were very friendly and 
professional.  

My mother blacked out so we called for an ambulance. The 2 ladies were brilliant, not only did they sort Mum 
out, they also calmed me and my brother down. 

Prompt and thorough examination, very helpful and friendly. 

The ambulance came quickly and the paramedics were extremely caring, very thorough, empathic, 
understanding, and put me at ease. I would gladly recommend the two ladies paramedics [names removed]. 

They were very good. 

I was very happy with my treatment from the young man who attended to me. 

Arrived when expected. Was professional and caring. Gave good advice and reassured myself and family 
members. Arranged visit to Walk-in Centre. 

Professional and friendly staff. 

Got very good examination and also very good advice, plus medication with a peak flow. 

Good care, good explaining of information, polite and courteous. 

Friendly, efficient, and professional. 

Good service, extremely helpful. 

Two paramedics that attended to me were brilliant. They were very knowledgeable to pain control, stayed for 1 
hour explaining my pain killers to be taken and in which order, with oramorph specifically. This was very helpful 
as doctors don't have time to do this. 10/10 for this service and the two boys for gentlemen. 

I took 111 in M&S store. Staff called for paramedic to come. [name removed] came quickly to see to me. He did 
tests on me and ECG. He was professional and caring. He gave me advice on my breathing, made me feel at 
ease and reassured me on my condition. 

To thank you for the excellent help I have got recently. Thanks again. 

My breathing wasn't very good, I had a chest infection after having a knee replacement and have asthma. 

I woke up unable to breathe as I have COPD and Pheral plaque. My wife called the ambulance who arrived 
promptly. I had a real scare but they checked me over and calmed me. 

I had to call paramedics twice and could not fault them. They were caring and helpful in every way. My family 
and I thought they were fantastic. 

Prompt assistance, very good service, thorough and efficient. 

Very kind and prompt service. 

Two young ladies came in the morning. Happy, friendly and helpful to a 78 year old widow who was feeling really 
poorly. 

Made you feel at ease very quickly, very professional. Explained everything so I could understand. Two very nice 
people, would love to have them if necessary to come again. 

The ambulance crews are helpful and dedicated professionals but wasted if called to help the elderly. Lifted after 
a fall when no injury occurs. I feel guilty - 3 visits in 6 months! 

Very helpful with treatment and caring staff. 

Excellent service. Three paramedics checked me thoroughly and put me at ease. Very impressive. 

Paramedic was pleasant and very professional. Would not leave until he knew I'd be alright. 

FRRS. Excellent support. Really helped in a crisis situation. Lovely people and provided superb service. 

The lady and gentleman were extremely polite and helpful. They are a credit to the service. They reassure my 
son and could not have done more. 

Very impressed with the treatment received. Put my mind at rest immediately. 

Hard workers who care, and try to make you feel better. Well done. 

When summoned by passers by to my fall on the pavement, the ambulance arrived within 15 minutes and the 
staff quickly and efficiently checked me out whilst waiting at the roadside. Having decided that I had no serious 
problems, they then dropped me off at home, badly shaken but not too damaged. 

[Names removed] explained what was happening as they answered the call to help our mam. As family and 
carers we felt so included and made us feel we matter as well as the patient. You are so blessed to have such 
understanding and caring people work for you. [Names removed] are such wonderful people. Their family and 
workplace should be so proud of them. We as a family thank them so very much and are thankful these 2 people 
helped us all. 

Quick response, pleasant, excellent workmanship, well explained. 

The crew [names removed] were very friendly and helpful and put me at ease. Keep up the good work. 

Because of excellent service. 



  

 

The ambulance arrived remarkably quick, the paramedics were well prepared, polite and provided me with an 
absolutely great service. Well done! 

Paramedics were excellent communicators, factual and honest, can't speak highly enough of them. 

In a lot of pain. Ambulance there in 10-15 minutes. Staff brilliant, nothing a bother. Great people. 

Service was very good. 

Prompt response, excellent patient manner, dealt with my problem efficiently and with expertise. 

I have always found the ambulance service staff to be excellent. I had [names removed] a trainee out from your 
Stanley Depot and they were fantastic. 

Threat to social service to get in touch. 

Thoroughly professional and friendly. 

Excellent. 

Very professional staff. 

Great service. 

Staff (ambulance crew) were very professional and knowledgeable, showed care and compassion and were very 
thorough. Stayed until they were satisfied I was okay. Treatment received at home exceeded expectations. 

Very good service, very pleasant, knowledgeable and professional. Save dignity at all times. 

Fast response. Very caring staff. 

Very helpful and caring. Explained things relating to my problem in a very pleasant manner. 

Your staff's insistence in use of Cramlington Hospital which I have had unpleasant experience. 

(All who came were excellent). The service was here in fairly short time and a thorough examination was made. 
This set me at rest. A second ambulance arrived in case I needed to be hospitalised. Thankfully it was not 
needed. 

I can't praise the paramedic team enough. [Names removed] were wonderful. [Name removed] talked to me to 
reassure me and relax me. Thank you so much. How lucky to have our NHS. 

They looked after me. They were extremely quick. They were friendly and professional. 

We were really impressed with the professionalism of the paramedics. 

1) Quick response by the paramedic (following 999). 2) Good knowledge of what was required to counteract a 
Type 1 Diabetic hypo. 3) Was understanding of the situation. 4) Remained until the patient's cognitive powers 
were good. 

Ambulance staff very nice, good care, good advice. No hospital needed, but got me a doctor's appointment 
within 1 hour. 

Professional, friendly, kind, understanding, non-judgemental. 

The two paramedics that delt with me were very helpful and explained everything to me they were Kev and Andy  

Very good staff. 

Good to know how things are working. 

The paramedics who came to help my husband were excellent as we live in a country dale it is great to know 
they are there. 

They were quick and knew their job. 

Paramedics very good with my son. They made him feel safe and calm as he has a severe learning disability 
(can't thank them enough for attending to his head trauma). 

Professional and polite attitude of responders. 

 
 

 
  



  

 

 

 
 

 

Scheduled Care 
Friends and Family Test Survey 

         March 2019 
 

     95% 
Likely or extremely likely to 
recommend us to friends or 
family 

Free Text Comments 

Positive themes = 91.7% Negative themes = 8.3% 

Top positive 
themes 

Quality of care/service Quality of staff / professionalism 

Positive     
free text 

Comments 

 The service is important for rural areas 

 Very pleasant drivers and very helpful. 

 Service provided was very good and understanding 

  



  

 

 

              Scheduled Care  
           Friends and Family Test Survey 

             March 2019 

Number of Responses 

Online Surveys  13 
Total: 19 

Electronic Tablet Surveys 6 

Activity   

Number of completed journeys for the month 50,926 

How likely are you to recommend our service to 
friends and family if they needed similar care or 
treatment? 

Number Percentage 
% Variance 

from previous 
month 

Extremely Likely and Likely  18 94.7 -5.3% 

Extremely Likely  13 68.4 +16.2% 

Likely  5 26.3 -21.5% 

Neither likely nor unlikely 0 0 0 

Unlikely 1 5.3 +5.3% 

Extremely unlikely 0 0 0 

Don't know 0 0 0 

Trend Graph 

 

 



  

 

Free Text Summary 

 Free Text 
Comments  

Positi
ve 
Total 

  
Negative 
Total 
  

 Sub Codes Description Sub 

Code 

Positi
ve 

Total 
  

Negative 
Total 

  

  Count % Count %     Count %   Count % 

Relationship 
Themes 

4 36.4                 

3 Quality of staff 
/professionalism 

4 36.4     
Good/Excellent Staff 3.2 2 18.2     

Friendly staff 3.3 2 18.2     

Transactional 
Themes 

7 63.6 1 100             

6 Timeliness and 
access to care 

1 9.1 1 100 
Late/on time for appointment  6.1 1 9.1     

Collection times post appt 6.6     1 100 

12 Quality of Care / 
Service 

5 45.5     
Good /excellent service 12.1 4 36.4     

Reliable/ Trustworthy 12.4 1 9.1     

13 General 1 9.1     General 13.1 1 9.1     

Total 11 91.7 1 8.3     11 1.0 1   

 

Narrative  

 The FFT score for the number of patients likely or extremely likely to recommend the service is 
95% an decrease of 5% compared to the previous month 

 The FFT score for patients unlikely or extremely unlikely to recommend services is 5.3%, 5.3% 
more than the previous month 

 We received 19 responses, 50 less than the previous month.  We have experienced some issues 
with porters collecting data which are being explored 

 Numbers are too low to comment on geographical representation  

 The number of completed journeys was 50,926 48,084, 2,842 more compared to the previous 
month  

 11 (91.7%) of free text themes were positive, 4.2% less compared with the previous month . The 
main positive themes were  quality of care/service and staff/professionalism.  

 1 (8.3%) of free text themes were negative an increase of 4.2% compared to the previous month  

 Demographics, the numbers of responses were too low to provide a demographic profile.  

 Caution should be taken when comparing figures due to the low number of responses. 

 National comparative data for February 2019 indicates we are the 7th out of 11 organisations and 
3rd in the NHS Ambulance sector for response rates. We scored 100%, 7% above the national 
average for NHS organisations for the number of people who are likely to recommend us to 
patients. 0% of patients would not recommend our service to friends and family which is 3% below  
the national average. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  

 

 
 

Free Text Comments 
 

Good service 

When running a little late would be helpful if there was a phone call to inform the patient. 

The service is important for rural areas 

Ensures I can get appointments as buses are unreliable. Need help of driver 

Could not otherwise get to appointments 

Coonvenience.  
Promptitude.   
Pleasantness 

Patient is my daughter. Transport service most pleasant but delays getting into RVI . There is side door next 
to childrens hospital which has been closed for nearly 12 months causing much inconvenience. 

Ideal service for long distance patients 

Very pleasant drivers and very helpful. 

Great service 

Because a) I need it and b) the drivers are sociable and very helpful. 

Service provided was very good and understanding. 

  



  

 

 

111 Service 

Friends and Family Test Survey 

March 2019  

    86.6% Likely or extremely likely to 
recommend us to friends or family 

Free Text Comments 

Positive themes = 91.4% Negative themes =  8.6% 

Top 3  positive 
themes 

Quality of 
Care/Service 

Quality of 
staff/professionalism 

Timeliness and 
access to care 

Examples 

Positive free text 
comments 

 Quick connection and helpful advice. 

 I have had to use the 111 service several times 
over the last few weeks and each time I have 
spoken to someone who was very professional, 
caring and really listened to my needs.  

 Very good service and quick appointment. Nice 
friendly people to talk to. 

 
 

  



  

 

 

111 Service 
Friends and Family Test Survey 

March 2019  

Number of Responses 

Postal Surveys  72 

Online Text Surveys 40 

Total 112 

Activity   

Number of 111 calls (answered) 76,126 

How likely are you to recommend our service to friends 
and family if they needed similar care or treatment? 

Number Percentage 
% Variance 

from previous 
month 

Extremely Likely and Likely  97 86.6 +5.1 

Extremely Likely  77 68.8 -8.1 

Likely  20 17.9 +0.4 

Neither likely nor unlikely 7 6.3 +4.2 

Unlikely 2 1.8 +0.7 

Extremely unlikely 5 4.5 +2.2 

Don't know 1 0.9 +0.5 

Trend Graph  
 

 



  

 

Free Text Comments 

 Free Text 
Comments  

Positive Total 
Negative 
Total  Sub Codes Description Sub 

Code 

Positive Total 
Negative 

Total 

Count % Count % Count % Count % 

Relationship Themes 53 27.6 1 5.6             

1 Emotional Support 17 8.9     
Reassuring/put at ease 1.1 14 7.3     

Caring 1.2 3 1.6     

3 Quality of staff 
/professionalism 

35 18.2 1 5.6 

Knowledgeable 3.1 3 1.6     

Good/Excellent Staff 3.2 10 5.2     

Friendly staff 3.3 5 2.6     

Understanding 3.4 4 2.1     

Helpful staff 3.5 12 6.3     

Attitude 3.6 1 0.5 1 5.6 

5 Kindness and 
compassion 

1 0.5     Kindness 5.1 1 0.5     

Transactional Themes 139 72.4 17 94.4             

6 Timeliness and 
access to care 

21 10.9 3 16.7 

Quick response – 111  6.1 13 6.8 2 11.1 

Quick response - Ambulance 6.2 6 3.1     

Ease of access 6.4 2 1.0     

Called back  6.10     1 5.6 

7 information 
communication and 
education 
  

20 10.4 1 5.6 

Good advice 7.1 15 7.8 1 5.6 

Communication with patient 7.5 5 2.6     

9 Co-ordination and 
integration of care 
  

16 8.3 5 27.8 
Links to services outside NEAS 9.1 16 8.3 4 22.2 

Treatment at other service 9.2     1 5.6 

12 Quality of Care / 
Service 

63 32.8 2 11.1 

good /excellent service 12.1 31 16.1 1 5.6 

Helpful  12.2 15 7.8 1 5.6 

Efficient 12.3 8 4.2     

Good outcome 12.5 6 3.1     

Good care 12.7 3 1.6     

13 General / Other 19 9.9 
  
  
  

  
  
  

General 13.1 9 4.7     

Neutral 13.2 7 3.6     

Thanks 13.3 3 1.6     

 
14 Triage Process 
  
  

  
  
  

  
  
  

6 33.3 

Questioning process 14.1     2 11.1 

Relevance of questions 14.2     4 22.2 

            

  192 91.4 18 8.6     192   18   

 

111 Summary  

 The FFT score for the number of patients likely or extremely likely to recommend the service to 
friends and family has increased by 5.1% to  86.6% 

 The number of patients unlikely or extremely unlikely to recommend the service to friends and 
family has decreased by 3.6% to 6.3% 

 There have been 112 responses, (11 text and 70 postal) which is 31 more than the previous 
month 

 The number of answered calls have increased from the previous month by 2,153 to 76,126 

 192 (91.4)% of free text themes were positive, this is an increase of 8.4% from the previous 
month. The three most popular themese were: quality of care/service (32.8%); Quality of staff 
and professionalism (18.2%) and Timeleness and access to  care (10.9%) 



  

 

 18 (8.6%) of free text themes were a decrease of 8.4% from the previous month. The main 
themes were:), Triage process (33.3%) Co-ordination and integration of care(27.8%)  

 Demographics, Age: over 65 – 21.6% 45-64 – 30.9%, under 44 years old – 47.4%; Gender: 
male 25.3%,  female 72.7%, White British 95%,White Other 3%, Asian/Asian British 2% , 
Disabled: 47%, Christian 57.3%, no religion 31.3%, Heterosexual 87.6%, LGB 5.2%.   

 

Free Text Comments 

 

No problem getting through. 

I had a fall on the ice. 

Quick connection and helpful advice. 

Girl on the phone went out of her way to get me seen that same day by urgent care 

The service is much easier and simpler for less serous emergencies meaning if you're worried and in imidiete 
pain but not suffering a fatal injury there is a quicker alternative to having to wait for I'm doctors apointnents  

I don’t know why I’m being asked about the ambulance service because I never actually got to use them. 111 is 
just a service which covers its own back by putting the onus on you the patient. The questions asked could be 
done by monkeys and when you think you the patient is dying, having to wait 5 hours for a phone call from a 
nurse is ridiculous. 1 out of 10 

For the first time ever I had people who actually made an effort to find the best people (familiar with hEDS and 
hyoid dislocation in this case) to give me the advice I needed.  

Couldn’t wish for a better service very helpful very friendly put you at ease and were very knowledgable 
couldn’t do enough for you would be willing to use an ambulance again if the need arose THANK YOU VERY 
M UCH.      Eddie Goodwin 

It’s fab to get reassurance from someone with medical experience, or else get the advice you need to get the 
patient seen to ASAP. It’s also brilliant to get an appointment rather than waiting at A&E 

Very quick appointment  

Was directed to a&e that I had to travel 15 miles for - but when arrived at a&e was told (without assessment) 
that I just needed urgent care which I could have stayed in my town for (2 mile journey) 

Because i got no where with my doctor they said i had to go surgery even tho i explained id been hosp 6wks 
couldnt walk at all had no transport  still recovering double pnumomia dplit liver and kidney prob  copd  still said 
give  me appoint go surgery x 

The girl was helpful on the phone. However, she stated she wanted me to be seen within 6 hours. It was 
around 21:30 and she asked if I was able to get to Pallion health centre quickly as it closes at 22:00 and I said 
yes. 
I arrived at pallion health centre at 21:45 and they turned me away because they were closing at 22:00. I then 
had to return the following day.  

Very good service, call handler  

I have had to use the 111 service several times over the last few weeks and each time I have spoken to 
someone who was very professional, caring and really listened to my needs.  

Satisfied with service  

The people who took my call were very helpful and got me to the right place quickly  

111 service stops miss use of a&e , when my 2 year old had tonsillitis and need antibiotics, 111 gave me an 
appointment, instead of wasting time at a&e. 

Good service listened to problems and gave appropriate advice 

I think 111 is a good service but I don't know why all the questions when I just needed an appointment to goto 
walkin . If my daughter wasn't breathing I would 999  

Very quick response and treatment  

Excellent service. Very professional.  

Very efficient and helpful  

There were very helpful and understanding and there were good people who helped  

They were helpful, polite and efficient. 

Was able to arrange a 'walk in' appointment for 7 am. Excellent. 

Gets you the help you need. 

Very helpful and put my mind at ease. 

Prompt response. 

Easy access. 



  

 

Prompt and effective service. 

Call handled quickly and effectively. 

I found them very helpful. 

Because they responded promptly. 

Brilliant service every time. 

My experience was that there were far too many questions which I couldn't answer and that they really didn't 
seem to be connected to my problem. 

Helpful, quick response, query taken seriously by sympathetic adviser  

Great advice and very helpful  

Long wait times, unhelpful, long time to discuss the main topic of the call 

The advice and reassurance was great, the phone was answered quickly and we also received timely call 
backs.  

Very efficient, knowledgeable, understanding, obviously highly trained staff and service. Amazing people! With 
an excellent manor.  I knew I was very ill and it frightened me how quickly I deteriorated, The Nhs 111 service 
understood my illness and they dealt with me very quickly to help me feel better again sending someone to my 
side within minutes. I can only hope this service will continue for the benefit of people helpless to save 
themselves. If this service had not have acted so quickly, my children may not have had a mother today. 
Thankyou from the bottom of my heart, for all of your help! Wishing you all the best of health, love and 
happiness. Takecare.. you are all angels. Leanne Fletcher.  

I thought the service was good but not great - it lacks the personal touch of visiting the doctor and it felt like the 
call handier was just going through the motions. 

Truth 

Friendly and understanding staff  

Good helpful advice.  

Extremely helpful whilst I was panicking my 9 year old banged his elbow and collapsed twice. Never in his life 
had he done that. They kept me calm and ensure my son received the best care they could provide. Brillaint 
thank you so much.  

Made me feel came and he help me all the time I was on the phone very kind man  I was so gratefully for his 
help so a big thank you to your team thank you from June barugh 

[Unreadable Comment]. Not sending a GP, send paramedic it takes for a [Unreadable Comment]. 

It was immediate contact after a few questions. I was put through to a walk in centre. 

Help came within one hour. 

Good advice is given, usually the operator is friendly too. 

I was given reassuring advice. 

Helpful advice. 

Efficient service. 

Very helpful and quick to get the help needed. 

Helpful staff. Easy and quick access to advice. 

Fast, efficient, helpful service. 

The call was answered straight away and the ambulance was sent straight out. 

Had a panic attack. 

It's the advice given and very easy to understand. 

My mam had a small stroke. We waited  [unreadable comment] minutes for ambulance, rapid response 
wonderful. 

Because you sorted out my problem straight away. 

Very helpful. 

Severe angina and COPD attacks and admitted to hospital. 

Mental health problems. 

To obtain advice and reassurance. 

I feel confident in 111 service. 

Very good service and quick appointment. Nice friendly people to talk to. 

I was advised of two separate options. The second option was appropriate. 

very helpful and understanding. 

I can never get an appointment with my GP so I rang 111 who managed to get me in to see my doctor. 

The service was so good. 

Good service. 



  

 

20 minutes to come. 

Efficient service, gave appropriate advice. 

Very quick helpful advice. 

It saves you parking up and not getting a space. 

Response was spot on. 

Slow, patronising and unqualified advice given by the call handler. 

My recent reason for calling was too urgent to wait for the menus etc to finish so I never got through. I had to 
go the 999 route. 

Good advice given. 

Quick, efficient service. 

Because they were very helpful. 

Swift response to an emergency. 

Gave good advice. 

I got to hospital and was seen on time. 

The call was really helpful. 

Call handler was very polite, showed concern and also extremely helpful. 

Helpful and efficient. 

Access to medical professions at unsociable times without having to wait for GP surgery to open. 

Very helpful. 

Friendly staff were a great help when stressing about the situation. 

The lady on the phone was friendly and listened well to my concerns and went out of her way to look for 
appointments that day.  

How willing to find the best qualified person to help me with advice they were rather than just asking me to go 
to hospital (which I could not of gotten to (distance too far with no transport and sole care of sleeping children) 

The fact that you wait two hours for a call back and not recievwd and contacted local 

A n e who assisted in a timely manner 

Wrong signposting to services at cost and time to me and family member who had to drive me out of town 

111service was great my doctors are useless  

Told me to go to pallion health centre which I did straight away. I was turned away as it was due to close. 

On every occasion I was satisfied with the time scale in which an emergency out of hours appointment was 
made for me. 

They wanted to send me an ambulance but I felt really uncomfortable with that idea as I knew I wasn’t in any 
immediate risk, and I didn’t want to take one away from somebody who might really need it, and they didn’t 
pressure me to do so. They just told me I’d need to go to a&e which I appreciated.  

Good service that resolved my issue 

Quick treatment. Rang 111 and within two hours I had been seen by a practitioner, had an xray and problem 
diagnosed  

I have always been happy with the service when I have needed to use it.  

Very knowledgeable and confident in getting the help I needed  

I was satisfied with everything 

They were cooperative, caring and efficient. I was happy with the services I received. 

Yes, thank you. 

The ability to expedite an appointment to see a HCP. I called at 5 am and was booked in to see a HCP at 7 am. 
Very happy. 

I have used the service before. I found it helpful on this occasion I was told a consultant would get back to me 
and no one did. My son did not seem distressed and the lady on the phone did not appear too concerned so I 
did not feel I was [unreadable comment] so felt I could leave it until Monday and see a GP. 

As I am the manager of a care home 111 is called numerous times. We usually get a speedy service. 

Felt really reassured by the call handler. 

They listened carefully and asked clear questions. 

The staff dealt with a complex issue well and quickly. 

Very quick to answer my call. 

As a registered nurse myself I know what care is [Unreadable Comment]. Only after visiting the pharmacist who 
said I needed a GP, which I knew from the beginning. 

I thought they were very helpful and nice to talk to. 



  

 

111 service arranged an ambulance to take me to Cramlington Hospital where I was diagnosed with Gaul 
stones and a bowel problem. 

They seemed to care about helping me. 

It reassures you wether or not your problem validates a trip to a&e or they can make you an appointment at a 
walk in centre  

Knew the local hospital set up and advised which centre best to go to. 

I didn’t feel I needed to take hospital time up but I suppose it was good to have my young child checked over 
and the reassurance from the Dr 

Long wait times, lots of irrelevant questions  

The nurse booked us an out of hours gp appointment at a different place to where she told us meaning that I 
had to drive miles and was obviously late. Both are within the same trust so I see why it happened but it was 
annoying! She was lovely on the phone though and I appreciated her help 

How quickly an ambulance was sent out to me. They listened to me, understood and made the correct 
judgement in sending help right away. The two ambulance crew members were also prompt in carrying out the 
appropriate tests on my condition and giving me the right medication for my illness. Fantastically trained young 
men. Lovely caring, smiley crew members whom put me at ease right away. I knew I was in good hands. 
Thankyou x 

It was difficult to understand the relevance of some of the questions but I guess that's because I don't work in 
medicine!  

Good helpful advice given.  

Very helpful, friendly. Calming voice really reassured me that my boy was going to be OK  

All the advice help me he got me saw at 2hospials  very fast so big thank you to that young man that helped 
me 

I was satisfied with the immediate action of the adviser. 

Call handler was a bit rude considering the situation and made me feel less likely to use 111 again. 

The call handler seemed to ask irrelevant questions after I had explained my husbands condition, his tightness 
in his chest. They asked if he was bleeding profusely etc. They seemed to take a long time getting to the point. 

The speed that was applied to the problem. 

Kind, reassuring and went through everything thoroughly. 

How quickly the call was answered and dealt with. 

Happy with quick response. Very helpful. 

My mam and family were just so satisfied with the service, there are no words to say how much. Everyone was 
marvellous. Gold stars all round. 

I was really pleased that the person on the end of the line was very calm and helpful and put me at ease. 

I have no complaints about the service. I had rapid response team, my first time using this I had a very bad 
time I had a massive heart attack and when the ambulance came they had nothing on to help me. 

Not much help with mental health issues. 

I was advised to call the doctor if conditions continued or got worse. 

111 service arranged for a doctor to see me immediately. A family member took me to a doctor's surgery. 

They got me an appointment in 1 hour for my broken ankle. Very nice staff on the phone and in the hospital. 

Very helpful, no fuss. 

Initially I was advised that I needed to visit a dentist. I disputed this as I did not believe my teeth to be the 
problem. When speaking to a doctor I didn't feel that my level of pain was taken seriously and he was very 
dismissive. It turns out I had an abscess on the outside of my mouth which ended up bursting and requiring 
treatment. 

Getting an appointment on same day in couple of hours. Listened carefully to you. 

They helped me get an emergency appointment with my GP as I have been unwell for sometime and there 
were no available appointments. I was assessed by a GP and an ambulance was dispatched due to a chest 
infection and sepsis screening. 

All of it was good. 

I found the 111 service extremely helpful. It was so quick and I was very pleased with the service. 

Good service from 111. 

No problems. The service worked well. 

They got us the right help for a very sick man in good, quick time. 

I was suffering from an intractable cough and was told that I was not ill enough and in their qualified, not 
medical, opinion I was well enough to wait till the next day. 

The politeness of the handler and the understanding of the problem. 

Professional and efficient. 



  

 

There is nothing I was satisfied or dissatisfied with. 

Satisfied with the knowledgeable advice given. 

On this occasion I was satisfied with the service. I have rang 111 in the past and found that the questions 
asked were not relevant to concerns. 

I was satisfied that they booked me in to see a doctor later during the day. 

Getting appointment few hours after call. 

The thoroughness was very good. Calmness and knowledge was reassuring. 

Lady on the phone was very helpful and got me an appointment at hospital straight away. 
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Patient/Community Engagement – March 2019 

Date Event Details 

05/03/2019 Russell house  Vehicle Redesign Group 

05/03/2019 Dame Allen's School Working for NEAS 

05/03/2019 St Aloysius School Hebburn General talk about the service 

06/03/2019 sunderland uni Prehospital  

06/03/2019 Tanfield School Working for NEAS 

07/03/2019 1338 (seaham)squadron ATC Over view of the service 

08/03/2019 White Mere Primary Peoplewho help us  

08/03/2019 Hexham Boys Brigade Over view of the service 

12/03/2019 Toner Avenue School Over view of the service 

14/03/2019 St Mary's RC Primary Peoplewho help us  

14/03/2019 Swansfield School Alnwick General talk about NEAS 

15/03/2019 Sunderland Uni Prehospital Anaesthetics 

18/03/2019 Gosforth Park First School Peoplewho help us  

20/03/2019 Shanklea Primary Peoplewho help us  

20/03/2019 Collingwood School Morpeth Show & Tell 

22/03/2019 Duchess High  working for NEAS 

23/03/2019 Byker Community Centre  Gasbigs north east  

27/03/2019 Duke's secondary High Ashington World of work day  

27/03/2019 West Rainton Primary Mini Cadets  

28/03/2019 Blyth Riverside resource centre General talk about service and look in vehicle  

 

 

Defib events for March will be included next month 



  

 

Patient Transport Service (February 2019) National Comparative Data  
 
 
 

 
 
Source: http://www.england.nhs.uk/ourwork/pe/fft/friends-and-family-test-data/ 

Organisation Name 
Total 

Respons
es 

Total 
Eligible 

% 
Recomm 

ended 

% Not  
Recom

m 
ended 

Breakdown of Responses 

Extremel
y Likely 

Likely Neither 
Unlikel

y 
Extremely 
Unlikely 

Don't 
Know 

England (including Independent Sector Providers) 3,153 504,810 93% 3% 2,013 932 84 58 47 19 

England (excluding Independent Sector Providers) 2,455 474,384 94% 3% 1,582 730 52 42 36 13 

Selection (excluding suppressed data) 3,153 504,810 93% 3% 2,013 932 84 58 47 19 

GUY'S AND ST THOMAS' NHS FOUNDATION TRUST 972 21,796 95% 3% 573 352 20 19 8 0 

IMPERIAL COLLEGE HEALTHCARE NHS TRUST 317 25,593 93% 4% 86 210 6 5 8 2 

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON HOSPITALS 185 4,040 92% 4% 140 30 4 3 5 3 

YORKSHIRE AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS TRUST 0 72,158 NA NA 0 0 0 0 0 0 

NORTH EAST AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS FT 68 48,084 100% 0% 36 32 0 0 0 0 

WEST MIDLANDS AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS FT 177 71,233 89% 3% 127 31 11 4 1 3 

EAST OF ENGLAND AMBULANCE SERVICE TRUST 141 43,666 91% 4% 109 20 6 3 2 1 

NORTH WEST AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS TRUST 499 117,051 95% 3% 435 41 4 7 8 4 

ISLE OF WHITE NHS TRUST 33 1,409 100% 0% 27 6 0 0 0 0 

SOUTH CENTRAL AMBULANCE SERVICE 63 69,354 90% 8% 49 8 1 1 4 0 

ARRIVA TRANSPORT SOLUTIONS 698 30,426 91% 4% 431 202 32 16 11 6 

 

http://www.england.nhs.uk/ourwork/pe/fft/friends-and-family-test-data/


  

 

Emergency Care Service - See and Treat (February 2019) National Comparative Data  

Organisation Name 
Total 

Responses 
Total 

Eligible 

% 
Recomm 

ended 

% Not  
Recomm 

ended 

Breakdown of Responses 

Extremely 
Likely 

Likely Neither Unlikely 
Extremely 
Unlikely 

Don't 
Know 

England (including Independent Sector Providers) 257 164,128 92% 6% 218 18 4 6 10 1 

England (excluding Independent Sector Providers) 257 164,128 92% 6% 218 18 4 6 10 1 

Selection (excluding suppressed data) 257 164,128 92% 6% 217 18 4 6 9 1 

LONDON AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS TRUST 1 24,890 * * * * * * * * 

YORKSHIRE AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS TRUST 1 14,534 * * * * * * * * 

NORTH EAST AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS  139 8,506 98% 1% 125 11 0 2 0 1 

WEST MIDLANDS AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS  8 30,233 100% 0% 8 0 0 0 0 0 

EAST OF ENGLAND AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS  38 22,054 95% 0% 35 1 2 0 0 0 

NORTH WEST AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS TRUST 42 23,451 74% 24% 29 2 1 2 8 0 

SOUTH WESTERN AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS  8 24,753 88% 13% 5 2 0 1 0 0 

SOUTH EAST COAST AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS  0 561 NA NA 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SOUTH CENTRAL AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS  20 15,146 85% 10% 15 2 1 1 1 0 
 

 

Source: http://www.england.nhs.uk/ourwork/pe/fft/friends-and-family-test-data/ 

http://www.england.nhs.uk/ourwork/pe/fft/friends-and-family-test-data/

